Zeeman has shown that the complement of a twistspun knot fibres over the circle. He also proves that the group of the 5-twist-spun trefoil is just the direct product of the fundamental group of the fibre with the integers. We generalise this by showing that, for torus knots, the group of the twist-spun knot is such a direct product whenever the fibre is a homology sphere. This then suggests the question (asked by Zeeman for the case of the 5-twistspun trefoil) as to whether there is a corresponding product structure in the geometry. We answer in the negative.
1. Let K<^ S3 be a knot, and Mk its &-fold branched cyclic covering. Then if Kk<^ S* is the &-twist-spin of K, the main theorem of [5] states that S*-Kk is a fibre bundle over S1, with fibre homeomorphic to Mk-*, the punctured Mk. In particular, there is an exact sequence 1 -nx(Mk -*) -* 7^(5« -Kk) -Z-* 1 which gives tt^S4 -Kk) as a semidirect product of wi(Mk-*)^7r1 (Afi.) and Z.
In [5] , Zeeman discusses in detail the 5-twist-spun trefoil, and shows that in this case tt^S*-KA is actually isomorphic to the direct product 7Tx(Ms)xZ. Theorem 1. Let K be a torus knot. Then ■n-i(Si-Kk)^TTi(Mk)xZ if, and only if, Mk is a homology 3-sphere.
Proof.
The necessity of the condition that Mk he a homology 3-sphere is easily established by noting that tt^S*-Kk)^.TTi(Mk)xZ implies H1(Si-Kk)^H1(Mk)@Z.
But Hi(Sl-Kk)^Z, by Alexander duality, and hence //1(Affc)=0. Now there is a well-known formula [2] which gives the order of Hi(Mk) in terms of the Alexander polynomial of K, and it is not hard to show from this that if K is the torus knot of type m, n, then Hi(Mk)=0 if, and only if, (k, mn)=l.2 [March It is also well known that rr^S3-K) has the presentation ix,y:xm=yn). (Note that abelianisation takes xt-ytn, y\-^tm, where / is a generator of HX(S3-K)^Z.)
Now let ae-tr^S3-K) be a meridian element such that ai->i under abelianisation. Then a can be expressed in terms of x and y, a = a(x,y), say (the precise expression will not matter), and an application of van Kampen's theorem shows that [5] , [6] Gk _^ \x, y, a : x1" -yn, a = a(x, y), akx = xak, aky = yak\, where we are writing Gk for tt^S4-Kk).
If we denote the centre of Gk by C(Gk), then clearly the elements ak and xm=yn=u, say, both lie in C(Gk), and hence uraskeC(Gk) for all integers r, s.
Note also that if <x:Gk-<-Z is abelianisation, <x(uTask)=trmn+sk. Now if (k, mn)=\, there exist integers r, 5 such that rmn+sk=l.
Then a(urask)=t, and the splitting ß:Z^~Gk defined by ß(t)=urask gives an isomorphism Gkç^irx(Mk) x Z as required. \sSi-Kkg^(Mk-*)xSi1 (Note that the answer is affirmative if k=\, for then Mk is just S3, and Kk is unknotted.) Theorem 2. Let K be a torus knot, and suppose k>\. Then S4-Kkç$± (Mk-*)xSx.
Proof.
If (k, mn)^\, then of course the manifolds are distinguished by their fundamental group, by Theorem 1.
To prove the result for the interesting case (k, m«)=l, we proceed as follows.
Write Hk for ^((Mj.-*) x S1), and let Gk be as before, so that we have G^H^^MJxZ.
It is clear that if P(Hk) denotes the set of peripheral elements of Hk (see [3] ), then P(Hk)= 1 xZ. In particular, P(Hk)c:C(Hk). Now Si-Kk^(Mk-*)xI¡h (i.e., (Mk-*)xl with (Mk-*)x0 and (Mk-*)xl identified via the homeomorphism (x, 0)*->(h(x), 1)), where h:Mk->-Mk is a homeomorphism such that «(*) = * (in fact, « is the canonical covering homeomorphism of Mk [5] ). Inclusion induces an isomorphism Gk=Tr1((Mk-*)xI¡h)^:7r1(MkxI¡h); let yeGk be the element corresponding to that represented by *x//«. Then clearly yeP(Gk).
Moreover, if CeTTi(Mk-*)<^Tri((Mk-*)xI¡h), we have the formula y-1Çy=h#(l;). In fact, if (x¿:r3) is a presentation of TTi(Mk-*), Gk has the presentation (xi,y:rj,y-1xiy = h#(xA).
In particular, if yeC(Gk), we would have h# = the identity.
But sewing back the knot Kk (to get S4) has the effect of adding the relation y=l to Gk, and therefore \xt:rit xt=h#(x^)\ has to be the trivial group. If A#=the identity, however, this group is just ni(Mk), so if we show that iTi(Mk)j£\, we are through. For we will then have proved that there exists an element of P(Gk) (namely y) which does not lie in C(Gk), whereas P(Hk)<=C(Hk). Hence (Mk-*)xl/h and (Mk-*)xS1 cannot be homeomorphic.
Lemma. If Mk is the k-fold branched cyclic covering of a torus knot, and k>\, then Trx(M¿)^\.
Recalling the exact sequence in §1, it will be sufficient to prove that GkgßZ.
Let K he the torus knot of type m, n. Its group TT1(S3-K)^\x,y:x1"=yn\, and if r, s are integers such that rm+sn=l (such integers exist since (m, n) = 1), then yrxs is a meridian element (see for example [4] ). It follows that Gk has the presentation But this latter group is just the polyhedral group (m, n, k) (see [1] ), which is nonabelian unless m=l, n=l, or k=l, or m=n=k=2, cases which are not relevant here. Hence Gk is nonabelian.
